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they are again limitless sequence drivers qualify in pairs, and Charger is up opposed to a motive
force who performs strangely rough. whilst the time trial is over, Charger discovers that the
opposite motive force is similar man who ambushed him on the gasoline heart a number of days
earlier. Soaked in strange, powerful chemicals, Charger's opponent is more suitable and
meaner than everCharger is not the in basic terms Fastex motive force Chain Reaction who's
faced by means of an previous enemy. Flyer as soon as stopped Brock Vanleer from production
a perilous nerve fuel he was once promoting to the top bidder. Now Vanleer is again with an
unbeatable plan of revenge--to flip the Motorsphere right into a tremendous bombBut the worst
is but to come. in the course of an immense race, the group Fastex engines without notice burst
into flames each automobile at the tune billows smoke-every automobile other than these
pushed through staff Rexcor. whilst Spitfire discovers that something's improper with the fuel,
staff Fastex hurries to the gasoline heart to avoid not anything lower than the destruction of Now
Motor urban From out of nowhere, a villain who's now not particularly human attacks. crew
Fastex defeated him before--can they do it again?
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